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1. Preliminaries. The author [5] had shown that the a-weak
topology of W*-algebras is free from the adjoint operation as follows:
Theorem A. Suppose that a C*-algebra M is the adjoint space
of a Banach space F, then it is a W*-algebra and the topology a(M, F)
of M is the a-weak topology.
This will suggest that the following question is affirmative:
Suppose tha is an algebraic isomorphism (no necessarily adjoin
preserving) of a W*-alg&ra onto another. Then, can we conclude
that is a-weakly bicontinuous?
The purpose of his paper is o prove this in a more general

form (2, Theorem 2).
2. Theorems. Let M be a C*-algebra, M* the adjoint space

M.
Definition. A subspace V of M* is said invarian, if f e V implies
f,, ,f e V for any a, b e M, where f(x)=]xa) and f(x)=f(bz).
Theorem 1. Let V be an invariant subspace of M* which is everywhere a(M’*, M)-dense in M*, hen V S is everywhe a(M*, M)-dense
in S, where S is the unit sphere of M*.
Proof. Put T=f for f e V, then T is a linear operator on
the normed space V and moreover T[] sup ]f(xa)[ [[ f! Ill a l];

where To il is he opera, or norm of T.
Suppose that T=O, then (Tf)(x)=f(xa)--O for all f e V and
x e M. Since V is everywhere a(M*, M)-dense in M*, xa=.O for all
x e M; hence a= 0. Moreover T=TT and so the mapping a T
is an isomorphism; hence by the minimality of C*-norm [cf. [1, Th.
10 T II- Ill a Ill for all a e M. Therefore,
sup
f(xa)
Itl a llI= sup
f(a)

hence [I

T II Ill a ill,

(If Jll g Ill x Ill lI fll),
so that 111 a 111= sup [f(a) for all a e M; hence t bipolar of V S
IVAS
,ha, i, VN
in * i
everhere o(M*, M)-deme in S, This
sup

.

If(a)

,

eomplees he proof.
imier [] had how a ehataeetizaio oZ adjoi Baaeh

of E nd V be

subspaee which i sroly closed nd everywhere
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a(E*, E)-dense in E*. Then, if any strongly closed, proper subspace
of V is not everywhere a(E*, E)-dense in E*, V is said to be minimal.
Theorem B. If $here is a minimal subspace V in E* such tha$
VS is everywhere a(E*, E)-dense in S, where S is he uni$ sphere
of E*, then E is the ad]oin$ space of V.
Using Theorems A and B, we obtain immediately the following
corollary of Theorem 1.
Corollary. Fo a given C*-algebra M, if there is an invarian$
minimal subspace F n its adjoint space, it is a W*-algebra and a(M,
F) is the a-weak topology.
It is noteworthy that the notion of positive functionals, which
has played a principal rhle in the heory of W*-algebras, is not
employed in above discussions.
Now we shall deal with isomorphisms which are not necessarily
adjoint preserving.
Let M be an AW*-algebra in the sense of Kaplansky [4, N a
C*-algebra, S the unit sphere of M and be an isomorphism of M

onto N.
Lemma 1. Let (e.) (n-l, 2,...) be a family of orthogonal prosup
]]1 b(x) []], then there are an
jections of M and put k
8
0,
en Mef

and a positive number k such that k k for n no.
Proof. Suppose that the lemma is alse, then here is a sequence
of positive elements (a) (a, e e,Me,S) such that
(j=l, 2,...). On the other hand, let A be a maximal abelian selfadjoint subalgebra of M containing all a, then (A) is a maximal
abelian subalgebra o N, so that it is uniformly closed; hence by
the uniqueness %heorem of norm in semi-simple abelian Banach
algebras [3; Saz 17J,
is bicontinuous on A. This contradicts he
above inequality and completes he proof.
is uniformly continuous on M.
Lemma 2.
Proof. Since M is a direct sum of a finite algebra and a purely
infinite algebra, and becomes naturally adjoin preserving on he
center of M, the proof is reduced o each case.
Case (1). Suppose that M is purely infinite, then the unit can
be exhibited as the 1.u.b. of 0 equivalent orthogonal projections
(e) such that eI. By Lemma 1 there is a projection en such
hat sup Ill (x)]]] 4k. Let v be a partially isometric operator
enoMeno f S
such that v’v--% and vv*=I, then x=v%v*xv%v* and if I11 x ill 1,
Ill enoV*XVen Ill 1, so

integer

no

Ill b(x)Ill = Ill dp(v%v*xv%v*)
= I11 b(v) (eoV,*XV%) (v*)III
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This means that

b is continuous.
Case (2). Suppose tha M is a finite algebra, then it is a direct
sum of two algebras of types I and II. Therefore, the proof is
reduced to each case.
(i) Now suppose that M is of type II, then there exists a
sequence (e) of orthogonal projections such hat for any e there is
a projection f as follows: ef= O, ef and e_e + (j 2), and
e]=0, efi and e+fi=I. Therefore, by Lemma 1 there is an
integer Jo such that sup
Ill (x)Ill 4k. On the other hand, there

,...,

roee-

is a finite Camily (pI=1,
m) o orhooal equivalen
tions such that p-e;o and p=I.
Let v, be a partially isometric operator such that v*v=p and

vv$-eo then x-

veoV x

]] (x) ]

veoV-

v,:eoVXv?eoV

.

Since

]] (v)(eoV, XVeoj(v) ll.l
l,jl

hence

continuous.
Me, where e a central projection
(ii) Suppose that M=
of M and Me is of type I.
By Lemma 1 there are an integer no and a number k 0) such
Put e- V e, then for any xeeMeS
that kk for
nno
[[] (exe)[[[ [[[ (e)(x)(e)[[[=sup [[[ (e)(x)(e,)

nno.

nn

for ((e,))

=sup [[ (exe)[[[ 4k,
nno
are orthogonal central projections of

N, and (e)= V

n.o

Moreover, for each Me, ((0)) there are orthogonal maximal
abelian projectio (p]i=l, 2,--., n) such that pp and p-I.
Since
is continuous on the abelian algebra pMp from he
proof of Lemma 1, we can conclude that is continuous on Me, by
o-1
Me;
the same method with (i), so that it
also continuous on
finally it
so on M. Th completes the prooL
Now we shall show the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let M be a W*-algebra, N a C*-algebra and be
an isomorphism, (not necessarily adjoint preserving) of M onto
then N is a W*-algebra and is a,weakly bicontinuous.
Proof. By Lemma 2,
is uniformly continuous, so that it is
bicontinuous by the classical theorem of Banach space. Let M* and
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N* be the adjoin spaces of M and N respectively, and M, be the
subspce of M* composed of all a-weakly continuous linear functionals

-

on M.

Then, for any y* e M* and x e N
(-l(x), y*),--(x, b-l(y*)).,
where (a, b)(resp. (a’, b’)) is Che value at a (resp, a’) of a linear
functional b of M* (resp. b’ of N*), and
is Che adjoint mapping
of

-.

-

Since 6- is uniformly biconinuous, 6 is a bieoninuous mapping" of M* wih he opolog’y (M*, M) onto
wih the opoloffy
(N*, N), and so -(M,) is a minimal subspace of N*. Moreover,
if q-()

6-(M,), hen

*

(6- (bxa), v)= (qb- (b)6- (x)q- l(a), v)
belongs to M,, -(v) belongs to -(M,), so
hat -(M,) is an invariant minimal subspace of N*; hence by the
corollary of Theo?em 1, N is a W*-algebra. As a(N, -(M,)) is the
a-weak topology, 6 is -weak]y bicontinuous.
This completes the proof.
Remark 1. In hi paper, he existence of he unit in C*-algebras
is not assumed, and particularly Theorem A implies that an adjoint
C*-algebra has necessarily the unit. More generally we can show
he following heorem [cf. [ 5]; Appendix]" A C*-algebra has the uni$
if and only if its uni sphere has an extreme point.
Remark 2. Lemma 2 is immediately obtained from the result
of C. E. Rickart [Ann. Mah., 51, 615-628 (1950)] which assures
hat an isomorphism of a C*-algebra onto another is uniformly coninuous.
But, as our proof is extensible to some ino-isomorphisms of
AW*-algebras, it is sated.

Since

-v-
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